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Brown which can be taken as exemplars of the
first fieldwork-based, theoretically self-conscious
 social anthropology (Goody 1995). Huntingford,
although passionately interested in the Nandi, was
originally sent to Nandi District as the headmaster
of a vocational school. His work is also descriptive
and refrains from any attempt at achieving an
understanding of what it decribes.

It is only with the work of Langley that one
encounters a sophisticated attempt to understand
and interpret Nandi culture in addition to describ
ing it. If we criticise certain aspects of her work
here, it is because it is thoughtful and serious
work, rich enough in its interpretations to warrant
consideration and comment.

3 The Initiation of Girls

 Our description will emphasise the current prac
tice. 1 Hollis (1909) gives a description of earlier
practice. The differences, on the whole, are rather
slight given that nearly a full century separates the
two accounts. There are separate ceremonies for
girls and boys.

The first step is called keesokot laakook “pre
paring the children.” There are many activities
connected with getting ready for the ceremony.
First the services of women who will direct and
carry out most of the activities connected with
 the ceremony must be obtained. These women are
called matireenik, 2 and one is considered the head.
(They will also have assistants, called mestoweek
“shepherds”). The woman who will perform the
initiation operation is also engaged at this time
(,kaarkaap tuum). Cattle are sold and the money
 is used to buy soft drinks, cigarettes, sweets, and
household utensils (cups, teapots, glasses). The
latter will be given by the girls to their close
friends (not necessarily relatives). Boyfriends of
the girls are primarily responsible for obtaining
the elements of the elaborate costume the girls will
wear. In the absence of a boyfriend nowadays, a
young man may be hired for the purpose. The girls
walk around the neighbourhood inviting relatives
and friends to their ceremony. They wear leg bells
which their boyfriends have obtained for them,
carry whisks of horsetail hair, and blow two kinds

 ] Specifically we refer to performances attended by the first
author in 1980 as well as to earlier performances attended
by her in the 1960s.

2 Nandi words are cited in a phonemic orthography in which
vowel length is indicated but not tone and tongue root
position (Creider and Creider 1989).

 of whistles in call-response patterns. The girls sing
outside a house, then go in to take tea and tell of

 the date of the ceremony.
The next step is called kiituuchin laakook suu-

meek “shaving of the children’s hair.” A special
 word is used for this ceremonial head-shaving,
from kiitu, a verb meaning “to lift something heavy
 off of the head as a pot of water.” Head-shaving

 is done in the afternoon of the day before the op
eration. The girls are examined by the matireenik
 the same day to determine if they are virgins, and
 anointed with oil (mxvaaytaap tankiina “oil of a
cow’s udder”) and with red ochre (inkaaryeet).
 This is applied on the forehead and cheeks with
 two fingers (separated so that spots show). After
this a girl may be called taarusyaa “initiate,” but
 it is understood that this term doesn’t really apply
until after the initiation operation.

Step 3 is kaakiimut laakook kweenik matireenik
 “taking the children for firewood.” The matireenik
and the initiates go to collect firewood. The ma-
tiryaat and a girl hold the axe together, and the

 matiryaat “teaches” the girl the work of a woman.
Since the girls of course already know how to do
this, the action is really a bequeathal from the older

 women to the younger with their blessing.
 The fourth step is called kitaaey tiipiik “the girls

 are being decked out.” The girls are dressed in
 their ceremonial costume by a boyfriend (saantet)
and a few of his friends (termed together saanik).

 The dress is elaborate and consists of numerous
 elements. We identify each element as something
 which may be worn by a male, by a female, or by
either:

 (a) syaatiit - a white long-sleeved blouse or a
boyfriend’s shirt (either).

 (b) cheemnguumaat - a red strip of cloth used
 to make a short wrap-around skirt. This was
formerly worn by girls and warriors at dances
(either).

(c) muunkeenik - two strips of cloth with beads
 attached the strips of colobus monkey fur
 sewn along the edges to hang and wave as the

 girls dance. They are worn as sashes (crossing
 in front and back), and are derived from the
 sashes which were worn by British military
officers (female).

(d) kinyatyaat - a beaded belt formerly worn by
 men or uncircumcised girls (either); or

 (d’) mokoko - a larger beaded belt worn by men
(male).

 (e) ngoysiit - a colobus skin apron with beads
 attached and with a mirror or silver disk hang
ing in the middle (something which sparkles

 when the light from a bonfire shines on it).


